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1*= 1	Know  squares   of  tens;  as,
22= 4	202=400;  302=900.     Know  how
33= 9	to square  numbers ending in
42=16	5, at sight.    (Refer to Seventh
5'=25	Year.)
62=36
7==49
83=64
93=81
Square numbers as follows:
242=(20 + 4)'=20=-f- (4X20) -j-(4x20) -f4a
400=20X20
80=20X  4
80= 4X20
.16= 4X 4
576
See that the square is made up of the square
of the tens and the product of the tens and
the units, twice, and the square of the units.
Draw on squared paper many squares (see
4+20
20 X 4-
 Having enough of this work to become really
familiar with the meaning of the process
of squaring, the student can find the root of
any square whose root has only 2 digits;
for example, V6889=».
The largest square of tens in 6800, is
6400, and the tens must be 80; the num-
ber must be 80-f-units, but the square ends
in 9, so the units must be either 3 or 7. In
other words,
Look at others in the same way:
V1764=42 or 48
V6241=79or71
Vl444==38or32
V2916=54or56
Looking a little more closely, one takes 402
out of 1764 and has 164 left, which he sees
is just enough to make (2X40) twice and
22. Take 702 out of 6241 and the remainder
is 1341, entirely too much for (1X?0) twice
-fl2; hence it must be (9X?0) 2+92, and
the number is 79.
Find by this method the following:
V1156, V2UC, V8649, V5625, V2401. "
To find the square root of any number :
40+7=47
2209=tens2+2X(tensXunits)-f units3
1600=ten32
2X40=80] 609=2XtensXunits-funits*
j  560=2xtensXunits
49=units=
4	+	20
A SQUARE AND ITS PARTS
illustration) showing this.   Square as many
numbers; as,
362=   3Q2+2X(6X30)+62
482=1600 4-2X320+64
Omit one part and see who can supply it,
not knowing the number squared; as,
n2=900+2( 4X30) +n*
One sees from the 4X30, that 4 is the units.
Therefore the missing term is 16, the num-
ber is 34. In the second expression one sees
80 is the tens and 6400 is the missing part,
and the number is 84. Supply the middle
term:
n2=8100+2(
One sees 8100 as 902 and 16 as 42, so the
number is 94, and the middle term 4X90.
 V178929=?
423
17:89:21
16=tens3
2X40=801  189
I 160=2XtensXunits
29
4=unitsa
2X420=8401
2529
2520=2 Xtensxunits
9=units2
9=32=unitss
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Pie. l.
Right Triangle. This figure has been of
interest to mathematicians for many cen-
turies ; long before
Christ the Egyptians
studied it, and an early
Greek set forth the re-
lation between its long
side and the other two
sides. By drawings and
cuttings as in the illus-
tration (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) you can find
this same truth, namely, that the square built

